AVR 8-bit Microcontrollers

AVR182: Zero Cross Detector
APPLICATION NOTE

Introduction
One of the many issues with developing modern applications is to keep the
spikes and EMI at a minimum, especially when switching AC mains in and
out. Most of today’s new applications are controlled by one or more
microcontrollers and this gives the possibility to prevent this noise in a simple
and cost efficient way.
Noise produced during switching is dependent on the amplitude of the AC
sinus at the actual switching point. To get this noise as low as possible the
ideal switching would be when the amplitude is 0 volt. The amplitude is
crossing 0 volt at the sinus “zero crossing”. Switching mains in and out at the
zero crossing requires a way of detecting when the next crossing will be and
launching a switching action at the crossing. This raises the need for a cost
efficient way to detect the zero crossing. This application note explains how
to do that.
Zero cross detection can also be used for other purposes, such as frequency
calculation and relative phase measuring.
Figure -1. Zero Cross Detector Using AVR
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Features
•
•
•
•
•

Interrupt Driven
Modular C Source Code
Size Efficient Code
Accurate and Fast Detection
A Minimum of External Components
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1.

Application Example
This application note shows the user how to implement a zero cross detector with a minimum of external
components. It should be noted that this solution will not give any galvanic isolation for the microcontroller
against the AC mains. The zero cross sense resistor can be a way for electronic noise to get into the
system.
This will not be described in this application note. See “AVR040: EMC Design Considerations” for further
details on this.
®

The application uses ATmega16, but the code can be recompiled for any AVR device.
®

The example code is written for Atmel START.
It can be downloaded from the "BROWSE EXAMPLES" entry of Atmel START for both Atmel Studio 7
™
and IAR IDE.
Double click the downloaded .atzip file and the project will be imported to Atmel Studio 7.
To import the project in IAR, refer Atmel START in IAR. Select "Atmel Start Output in External Tools" →
"IAR".

1.1.

Hardware
To protect the device from voltages above VCC and below GND, the AVR has internal clamping diodes on
the I/O pins (see Figure -1). The diodes are connected from the pins to VCC and GND and keep all input
signals within the AVR’s operating voltage (see the figure below). Any voltage higher than VCC + 0.5V will
be forced down to VCC + 0.5V (0.5V is the voltage drop over the diode) and any voltage below GND 0.5V will be forced up to GND - 0.5V.
By adding a large resistor in series, these diodes can be used to convert a high voltage sinus signal down
to a low voltage square wave signal, with amplitude within the AVR’s operating voltage ±0.5V. The diodes
will thus clamp the high voltage signal down to the AVR’s operating voltage.
Note: Note that the series resistor and the pin input capacitance form an RC filter that will introduce a
small phase difference between the square wave and the AC mains signal. The phase difference is
insignificant in the current example, see section “RC Filter and Delay Between VCC/2 and the Actual Zero
Cross” for more details.
As the square wave signal is in phase with the AC mains, using the falling edge will tell very accurately
where the zero crossing happens. By using this signal the AVR can be programmed to be a very accurate
zero cross detector with a very small and interrupt-driven code.
The square wave is the mains signal with its tops cut off and will have the same voltage from VCC - 0.5V
to VCC + 0.5V as the mains signal (see the figure below). When the square wave triggers the AVR’s falling
edge interrupt at around VCC/2, the mains amplitude will also be at VCC/2 and just before a zero crossing.
If this is done on a falling edge the AVR will get an interrupt just before the zero crossing and will have
time to start a zero crossing action at the actual crossing point. The interrupt will be triggered at around
VCC/2, as this is the middle of the AVR’s logical threshold voltage.
The signal is connected to the External Interrupt 0-pin, which makes it possible to place the zero cross
detection routine in an interrupt routine and make the detection fully interrupt driven. The second figure
below shows an oscilloscope screen-shot of the actual input signal. Note that the Mains signal is scaled
and the rising edge of the external int 0-pin is the same edge as for the Mains, because of the scaling, the
Mains edge looks like it appears after the external int 0 edge.
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Figure 1-1. Square Wave Input Signal on External Interrupt 0-pin
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Figure 1-2. Oscilloscope Screen-shot of Square Wave Input on External Interrupt 0-pin

The series input resistor is a 1MΩ resistor. It is not recommended that the clamping diodes are
conducting more than maximum 1mA, and 1MΩ will then allow a maximum voltage of approximately
1,000V.
Any voltage higher than 1,000V would probably be spikes or surges. The clamping diodes are able to
handle spikes for a short period of time but not surges. The application note will not go into how to protect
against surges, but simply recommend implementing protection against surges in the design.
Most resistors have an upper maximum voltage limit. Make sure that the resistors used in the application
can handle the highest possible AC mains voltage, including high voltage spikes.
For systems with lower mains voltages the resistor value can be changed, but in general it should be able
to sense 110 - 240V AC systems without any problems.
The 1MΩ resistor in series to mains GND will ensure a correct ground potential for the application.

1.2.

Software
The external hardware and internal clamping diodes will make a square wave signal on the AVR’s
External Interrupt 0-pin. As described in the hardware section the square wave will have the same
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frequency as the AC mains. The high period of the signal will be when the AC mains amplitude is above
VCC/2. This gives mains zero crossings very close to the edges of the square wave. The rising edge of
the square wave is slightly after the crossing, and the falling edge is slightly before the crossing.
As the falling edge of the square wave is just before a zero crossing, the falling edge interrupt will occur
so close to the actual crossing that it immediately can start the zero crossing action.
In this application example the zero crossing action will only be to set PB0 high for a short period of time
and then immediately start looking for the next falling edge zero crossing. This makes it very easy to
check if the zero crossing detection is correct or not. Simply connect an oscilloscope probe to the mains
and another to PB0. If the detection is correct this will show PB0 going high for a short period of time at
each negative edge zero crossing (see the first two figures below).
Figure 1-3. Screen-shot from Oscilloscope, Mains Input and PB0 Output

Figure 1-4. Screen-shot from Oscilloscope, Mains Input and PB0 Output

In a real application the disabling of external interrupt 0 before returning from the interrupt routine will
make a single detection. To detect a new zero crossing, simply enable the falling edge interrupt again in
the main program.
To make sure the interrupts are valid and not only products of spikes on the pin, there is a filter
implemented in the interrupt routine. The filter samples the level on the interrupt line five times and
compares the values to see if the value is stable. If the value is not the same for all the samples, the
event is discarded and the routine returns to the main program waiting for a new interrupt (see the figure
below).
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For more details about the software, see the comments in the code.
Figure 1-5. Software Flowchart for Main Program and External Interrupt 0 Handling Routine
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2.

Special Considerations
Applying high voltages to microcontrollers increases the possibility of malfunction or injury. It is advisable
to follow a few special steps as any error can cause severe damage to components, emulators, or electric
shock.

2.1.

Emulators and Clamp Diodes
The AVR family is set up with a complete system of emulators, but because of the nature of the PODs of
some of the emulators, they are not equipped with internal clamping diodes. ICE200 and ICE40/50 are
the only emulators with clamping diodes. ICE10 and ICE30 do not contain clamping diodes. By adding
external clamping diodes these emulators will get the same input as the part.
To apply a high AC voltage to an emulator can cause severe damage on the equipment and care should
be taken. It is recommended to use isolation transformers on the mains and galvanic separated RS-232
communication to the PC.

2.2.

RC Filter and Delay Between VCC/2 and the Actual Zero Cross
The series resistor and the input pin capacitance will form an RC filter, which will delay the response
compared to the actual zero crossing.
The 1MΩ resistor together with the input capacitance on the AVR introduces a delay that brings the
detection very close to the actual crossing. For other AC voltages or series resistors it is recommended to
do a test with an oscilloscope to see how close the detection is to the actual crossing. This makes it very
easy to check if the zero crossing detection is correct or not. Connect an oscilloscope probe to the mains
and another to PB0. A correct detection will show PB0 going high for a short period of time at each falling
edge zero crossing (see Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4).
If the detection is after the actual crossing, the next crossing should be targeted by adding a delay to the
action. The delay should be equal to the time left before the next crossing.
The series resistor can also be modified to make the detection closer but note that the maximum current
through the AVR’s clamping diode should not be higher than 1mA.

2.3.

Ground Must be Symmetrical
The mains ground must be symmetrical to the phases in the mains net. As the sensor is only using one
phase and ground, this is necessary to detect the actual zero crossing according to the three phases in
the mains net. If ground is not symmetrical it is not possible to know when the crossing is using only one
phase. This can only be a problem in delta shaped mains net. Most countries, except Norway and
Albania, use star shaped mains system and will not have this problem.

2.4.

How to Calculate a Slow Switch (Relay)
The typical use of a zero cross detector can be to control a mains relay. As relays have a response time
that will be larger than the delay from the zero cross sensing to the actual crossing one technique can be
to add a delay to the handling, i.e., sense the crossing on falling edge and make the relay close on rising
edge.
To do this, the response time of the relay and the frequency of the mains has to be known. These values
can either be known from the manufacturer, or measured in a lab or by the AVR itself.
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The measurement can be implemented into the AVR software. By using the zero cross detector it can
easily sample the frequency of the signal and with some few external components it can also measure
the relay response time. This will give a universal system that can adapt to almost any AC mains
frequency and relay response time. It will also continue being correct even if the relay response time or
frequency will change over time.
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3.

Revision History
Doc Rev.

Date

Comments

2508C

09/2016

New template and some minor
changes

2508B

01/2004

2508A

Initial document release
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